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INSTRUCTIONS

o There are four questions in this paper.

o Answer all questions.

o No paper should be removed from the examination hall.

o Do not use any correction fluid.

1. a) Find the following limits:

*-g(i) lirU --;- 
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-t'-r(iii) lim *
x-+l x' - L

Differentiate the function y : -* f 3x with respect to -r using the first principtes.

The Maxwell Boltzmann Distribution is a probability distribution, which has the form

f (u) :7u2"-a* ' where l, and p are constants, of finding particles at certain speed v in three

dimensional space.

Show that the rate of change of /(v) with respect to v is 2)'ve-Ff (t - p*).
d) Compute the first derivative of the function y : JA + 2, where u : cot x, with respect to x.
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2. a) Findtheequationof thetangentlinetothecurvey: (x*2)(2r+l)2 atx- -1. t35I

b) The cubic curve I : af + b* + cx* d, where a,b,c and d are constants, has a stationary

point at (1,0) and touches the line !: -9x15 at (0,5).

(i) Show thata:l,b:3,c:-9andd--5. t40l
(ii) Find the other stationary point of this function. t10I

(iii) Classify the above stationary points as maxima or minima using the second derivative
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Continued.
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3. (a) Let f (r,y):fnrr*.Verify that

dzf (*,y) :d'f (r,y)
DxEy dyEx

(b) Let g(x,y): ri.J +zY' 
.

(i) Find the partial derivatives kg' *o a'!{l').
dx dy

(ii) Find the total differential of g at the point (1, 1). t20I

(c) Show that the function f (*,y) : gly * 8*yz - 6*y3 is homogeneous of degree 4 and (
satisfies the Euler's theorem. t30l

4. (a) Using the method of integration by parts, show that

[ *snxdx: -.r cos.r* sinx* C;
.t

where C is the constant of integration.

Use the method of integration by parts and the above result to show that
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l, *cosxdx:4n.
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(b) Find the constants A,B and C such that

l,ABC
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x(3x-l)2- *' 3*-1 ' (3x-l)2'

Hence, evaluate
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(c) Test the differential equation

(2*y + y3 cosx) dx * (* + Zyz sinx) dy : Q

for exactness. If it is exact, then find its solution. t20]
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